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A b s tra c t: Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) systems have demonstrated 
capability of providing valuable quantitative information on structure and 
dynamics of the atmosphere. This article discusses fundamental Lidar equation 
and features of Raman Lidar, Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) and Doppler 
Lidar. Recent developments in lidar technology, leading to wide range of 
applications concerning meteorology, air pollution control and atmospheric 
research, are described. In meteorology, high resolution Lider measurement 
of vertical profiles of important meteorological parameters, are expected to 
provide important inputs to weather forcasting models. Lidar study of aerosol 
profiles and trace gas concentrations over the Indian region have shown a 
great potential in providing the quantitative information, not possible 
by other means. Future outlook in promoting lidar applications is presented.
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I . Introduction
First L IDAR (acronym for Light Detection and Ranging) w as developed in 1962  
(M cClung et al 1962). In one of the first applications of laser beam, ruby 
laser w as used as a range finder. Since then lidars have come a long w ay to play 
an increasing role as an active non-interfering remote sensing device in detecting 
atmospheric features (Zuev 1982). W ith  the broad selection of lasers from ultra­
violet to  infrared now available, lidars have demonstrated unique capability to  
study the fine structure of atmosphere and its dynamics (Measures 1984). Today, 
continuous monitoring of important meteorological parameters upto mesospheric 
heights, determ ination of cloud base heights and their distribution, aerosol detection 
and trace gas analyses in the stratosphere dow n to  troposphere, can be successfully 
performed using lidar Technology.
^Additional Director General of Meteorology, India Meteorological Office. Pune, India.
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Propagation o f a laser beam  in th e  atm osphere g ives rise to  scattering and  
absorption processes. The in form ation  contained in th e  back scattered  signal has  
been analysed to  determ ine atm ospheric inhom ogeneities. Principles o f e las tic  and  
ine lastic  in teraction  as applied  to  atm ospheric  param eters have led  to  rapid  
developm ents in  lid a r technology. The observations th rough  iid a r o ffe r greater 
f le x ib ility  o f operation from  ground stations as w e ll as from  aircrafts, ships and  
sate llites . These p o ss ib ilities  have added considerably to  o ur kn ow led g e  o f  
atm ospheric  processes. O ver th e  In d ian  region, the lid ar m easurem ents have  
provided  spatia l and tem poral p ro file  d ata , w h ere  in -s itu  m easurem ents are rather 
scattered and scanty. In  th is  rev iew , L ID A R  prospects in th e  study o f certain  
im po rtant m eteorolog ical param eters and trace-gases like  ozone, aerosol and other 
greenhouse gases fo r th e ir im pact on w eather and c lim ate  are discussed in d e ta il.
2. System featu res and principles
A  lid a r system  essentia lly  consists o f a laser transm itter, a large aperture  
te lescope and th e  detector. Receiver consists o f a spectrum  analyser, ph<^o- 
detec ting  electronics, and a d a ta  a cq u is itio n  processing u n it. S election  of) a 
p articu la r laser source depends on th e  nature o f constituent under study and th e  
chosen param eter, w h ic h  in tu rn  determ ine th e  transm itted  w ave len g th , d ura tio n  
o f th e  pulse and th e  peak p o w er requ irem ent. A  laser source having nano-second  
pulse generating  c a p a b ility  w ith  su ffic ien tly  h igh peak p o w er, such as in N d  ; Y A G  
are proving su itab le  tran sm itte rs  for m ost lid ar applications. H o w ever, in som e  
applications like  th e  s tu d y  o f c loud  base he igh ts  or other short range applications, 
continuous w ave  laser sources w ith  m uch lo w er p ow er o u tpu ts  areB
su ffic ien t.
A  laser beam  from  th e  source is d irected  to  th e  atm osphere w ith  the help  
o f transm ittin g  optics . The beam in th e  atm osphere in teracts  w ith  various  
inhom ogeneities  like  gaseous m olecules and aerosol p artic les, and is active ly  
scattered in all d irectio n s. In  a m onostatic  lid a r, th e  portion o f  th e  incident 
energy th a t is scattered back to w a rd s  th e  receiver is ava ilab le  fo r d etection . The  
quantum  o f backscattering signal depends upon th e  num ber, size, shape and  
refractive index properties o f gas m olecu les or partic les in terrupted  by th e  inc iden t 
energy, as w e ll as th e  in tensity  and w ave len gth  o f inc iden t s ig n a l. The  o u tp u t 
thus contains in fo rm ation  on th e  concentra tion  and range o f a to m ic  scatterers or 
absorbers at th e  ta rg e t. It  can be d isp layed  on  an osc illoscope o r recorded on  
th e  data  acq u is itio n  system . S ignal to  noise ra tio  determ ines th e  fin a l resolution  
c a p a b ilitie s . N o ise  due to  s u n lig h t or background  lig h t can be m in im ised  by use 
o f  n a rro w  band filte rs . There can be noise, aris ing  from  d e tec tion  o p tics , w h ic h  
is  co n tro lled  th ro u gh  proper design  o f system  param eters. A  b lock  d ia g ra m  for 
a m o n o sta tic  lid a r in Ram an co n fig u ra tio n  is s h o w n  in  F igure  1.
In  a b is ta tic  g eom etry , th e  transm itte r and th e  receiver are placed a t a 
distance. A  b is ta tic  system  is preferred, fo r d e term in atio n  o f p artic le  size  
d is tr ib u tio n  a t d iffe ren t angles. A nother advantage o f using b is ta tic  system  is 
th a t continuous w a v e  laser source can be used and it  is not necessary to  have  
extrem ly short d u ra tio n  pulse as needed for m o n o sta tic  system s. H ow ever, 
w ith  th e  developm ent o f nano- and p ico-second pulse laser technology, b is ta tic  
arrangem ents are  not m uch in use.
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Figure I.
A  lid a r eq uatio n  g iv ing  backscattered p o w er in term s o f transm itted  p ow er  
(C o llis  and Russell 1 9 7 6 ) can be w r itte n  as.
11
P(R) ^  Po ^ /3 {R )A ,R - “ e x p ( - 2 \  ■^(r)dr) (1)
where.
Po is tran sm itted  p o w er, 
c is ve lo c ity  o f lig h t,
T is pulse d u ra tio n ,
R is range,
A , is  e ffe c tiv e  receiver area,
/3(R) is  vo lu m e scattering  coeffic ien t
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< (r )  is o p tica l e x tin c tio n  co effic ien t o f th e  atm osphere.
The backscattered signal is thus com posed o f e las tic  vo lum e scattering  coeffic ien t 
as w e ll as attenu ation  o r ex tinc tio n  coeffic ien t. V o lu m e  backscattering coeffic ien t 
is again  sum  o f scattering coeffic ien ts  from  gases and particu la tes , respectively.
(a ) The c o n trib u tio n  o f R ayle igh  backscattering co effic ien t d ue  to  th e  gaseous  
phase w o u ld  be.
S  - N  — (2)
H ere Ng is th e  num ber o f gas m olecules per u n it vo lu m e and orj,(ff) is R ayle igh  
backscattering cross-section. It  is h ig h ly  sensitive to  th e  varia tions in th e  w a v e ­
length  and varies inversely as its fo u rth  p o w er. The density  o f gas m olecules  
can be determ ined  kn o w in g  th e  R ayle igh  backscattering coeffic ien t.
(b ) The vo lu m e backscattering  co effic ien t o f p articu la te  m atter pr the  
aerosols, assum ing them  to  be hom ogeneous spheres (Kerker 1 9 6 9 ) pan be 
described as.
q^ i
(O
\  m )Np(o)dfl (3 )
iTg is M ie  backscattering cross section and is a fu n ctio n  o f partic le  d im ensions a, 
m easuring w ave len g th  A and the refractive index m. Here,
0 is th e  radius o f particu la tes ,
A is th e  w ave len gth  a t w h ic h  m easurem ent is carried  o u t, 
m is th e  com plex refractive index o f th e  p artic les, *
Ng (a ) is th e  num ber o f p artic les  per u n it vo lu m e w ith  radius betw een  
0 and a +  da.
(c ) In  a d d itio n  to  these tw o  factors , th e  a tten u a tio n  takes p lace during  the  
propagation o f th e  laser beam  in the atm osphere.
It  cou ld  have scattering  com ponent as w e ll as absorption  com ponent due to 
both  gases and p artic les  along th e  path . Th is  a tten u a tio n  co effic ien t can thus be 
w ritte n  as,
=  «tfl8 "I" 1 +  *too "I" *tna (4)
H ere, <gi and <ga are scattering  and absorption  co effic ien t by gas m olecules. 
and <ga are scattering and absorption  co effic ien t by aerosol partic les .
Eqs. (1 ) to  (4 ) generally  describe th e  co n trib u tio n  o f each atm ospheric  
com ponent to  lidar s ignal. A c tu a l lid ar s ig n a l, h o w ever, is fu rther m o d ified  by
*For more details on theory on propagation of optical waves in atmosphere, readers may 
refer to June and July, 1988 issues of Applied Optices, Vot 27.
inhotinogeneous shape of particulates (Liou and Shetland 1971) and multiple 
scattering processes.
2.1, Raman Ildar :
Both Rayleigh and Mie scattering are elastic collisions, hence the wavelength of 
the backscattered radiation does not undergo any change on scattering. In the 
case of an inelastic interaction, Raman scattering or flourescence can take place, 
giving rise to the shift in the wavelength of the received signal. According to 
Raman theory, the amount of shift in the wavelength of a coherently scattered 
radiation gives specific information on molecular constituents in the atmosphere. 
Different particles and gas molecules in atmosphere produce different spectral 
shifts. A shift can occur either due to rotational or vibrational transitions. 
Spectral shift towards longer wavelengths, gives rise to Stokes Raman Scattering. 
If it is towards shorter wavelengths, it is anti-Stokes Raman Scattering.
A lidar based on Raman Scattering or a 'Raman Lidar', in short, (Figure 1) 
identifies several molecules including nitrogen, water vapour etc and can also 
help in detection and location of unknown pollutants in the atmosphere. A 
Nd : YAG lidar system has been developed to measure the temperature by using 
Raman Scattering from nitrogen. Raman technique has given better resolution than 
differential absorption process as it does not have the limitation of smaller difference 
of gas concentrations as the light resolution becomes smaller. Raman lidars for 
study of atmospheric parameters have also become more accessible because of 
their cost-effectiveness in comparison to differential absorption systems. Another 
advantage with Raman Lidar has been that the laser wavelength of the transmitter 
need not be changed w ith  different pollutants. However, achieving the adequate 
daytime signal to naise ratio w ith the Raman Scattering unless concentration of a 
pollutant is very high, w ill continue to be a challenge.
2.2. Differential absorption lidar (DIAL) :
Lidar based on differential absorption technique has emerged as an important tool 
in Atmospheric technology. The principle of Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) 
lies in simultaneous measurement of the extinction coefficients within and outside 
of absorption wavelengths of the gas being measured. DIAL uses a pair of laser 
beams of slightly different wavelengths, one of which is selected to resonate w ith  
the strong absorption band of the constituent under study. The atmospheric 
extinction and volume backscattering coefficients w ill be same at both these wave­
lengths. Hence the ratio of backscattering cross sections from the two wavelengths 
of the signals is a measure of absorption profile of the constituents. For computing 
the average value of a gas concentration (N) between say, ranges and Rg, ratio 
of two lidar equations (for on-absorption line and off-absorption) is determined 
(Browell 1983), and the value is expressed as,
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N - ____ ,n P>.(R.)Pyi(Rx)T x .) Pv.(Rx)Pxx(R») (6)2 ( R « - R J K ,
Here, Pyi and represent transmitted power at tw o wavelengths and X, for 
corresponding ranges Ri and Rg. (<rxi -<rxg) is the difference between the absorp­
tion concentrations at the tw o  wavelengths.
This makes it possible to determine presence and concentrations of minor 
pollutants, trace-gases or water vapour by appropriate selection of the resource 
wavelength matching w ith the absorption of constituent under study. This 
technique was first suggested by Schotland (1966), for determing Water content 
profiles in the atmosphere. The major requirement for a differential absorption 
lidar is the availibility of tunable solid state laser sources in IR region w ith  high 
spectral resolution and pulse energy greater than one Joule per pulse (Werner et al 
1984). In addition, the laser source must be capable of producing, the following :
(i) a simultaneous emission at tw o wavelengths, w ith one in the absorption
band of species being measured and I
(ii) an optimisation of absorption wavelength, which is dependent on the 
altitude range under study.
Both path averaged and high vertical resolution profiles upto 50 km height are 
now possible to achieve. The po<A/erful differential absorption method in combina­
tion w ith  Raman scattering principles are finding promising future in measurements 
for a large number of molecular species over both land and ocean, during daytime 
as well as at night. Frequency doubled Nd : YAG laser pumped dye laser sources 
have tunability over a broad wavelength range, and are the most suitable candidate 
for D IAL operations, at present.
2.3. Doppler lidar :
The application of Doppler principle in the design of lidar involve measurement of 
frequency shift as a result of radial motion of the scattered target. A Doppler 
lidar is helpful in determining turbulent motion of air and of suspended particles 
in atmosphere. It  is well known that the Doppler shift in frequency of back- 
scattered signal is positive, when scatterer is moving towards the transmitter and 
negative, when it is moving away from it. One of the primary requirement in 
Doppler measurements is the high peak pulse energy of the order of 10 Joules, for 
achieving adequate return signal levels.
3. Lidar system s in m eteorology
The principal role of lidars in atmospheric technology lies in accurate measurement 
of vertical and temporal profiles of important atmospheric parameters viz 
temperature, water vapor, wind and turbulence. Several important areas of 
rnefeorologlcal applications such as in itia lisa tion  o f numarical weather forecast
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models, parameterisation of boundary layer and study of cloud physics are benefited 
from such high resolution measurements. In the regions which are not covered by 
in-situ meteorological sensors, lidars have demonstrated capability and offered a 
unique approach in remote sensing. In India, this technique is still in its infancy 
as far as meteorological applications are concerned. The description of global 
lidar systems and experimental results for some of the meteorological parameters 
are described below.
3.1. Temperature measurements :
Determination of atmospheric temperature using lidars make use of Rayleigh, M ie as 
well as Raman Scattering principles. In Rayleigh back-scattering, atmospheric 
molecules are the main scatterers of the laser pulse from a powerful Nd : YAG 
source. Information upto mesospheric heights with good accuracy and excellent 
vertical resolution for absolute measurement of temperature has been obtained. For 
lower tropospheric studies of less than 2 km, Raman scattering from atmospheric 
nitrogen or from air has been more fruitful. At further lower heights, M ie scatter­
ing by aerosols provide useful temperature profiles. Korb and Weng (1982) 
suggested the use of tw o wavelength lidar (D IAL) for making time-resolved 
temperature measurements from earth surface to tropospheric heights w ith an 
accuracy of 1' K and a vertical resolution of 2.5 km. The absorption coefficient of 
oxygen A-band relates to population in that level, which is turn in highly tempe­
rature sensitive.
Several indirect measurements in temperature are also reported. Chanin (1981) 
has computed temperature from density profiles in stratosphere and above using 
high power lasers. McGee and Mclllrath (1979) proposed measurement of 
backscattered flourescence by OH radical from a space platform. Flourescence 
lidar techniques have been suggested to measure temperatures upto thermospheric 
heights (80  km-100 km). Inspite of considerable progress further improvements 
and developments are needed for use of lidars in routine monitoring of temperature 
on operational basis.
3.2. Water vapour prc/iles ;
Knowledge of vertical profiles of water vapxaur in atmosphere is of prime importance 
in monsoon related studies and cloud physics. Water vapour profiles play 
important role in investigations of latent heat fluxes and air mass transportation 
over Water bodies. Raman lidar can specially detect the Water vapour molecules 
and the profiles can be constructed at lower heights. Results of ground based 
laser Raman measurements using Q-Switched Ruby Laser, have shown good 
agreement w ith  balloon Radiosonde measurements (Cooney 1971) in lower region 
of troposphere. The humidity profiles extending from 2 km to the tropopause have 
2
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been ot>tained w ith  a vertical resolution of 30 m using a third harmonic of 
Nd ; YAG laser at 354.7 nm w ith  the interference filter to isolate the vibrational 
Raman bands. CoHis and Russel (1976) proposed DIAL technique using laser beam 
emitting in the range 725-732 nm, synonymous w ith water vapour absorption band 
for determining water vapour profiles in the troposphere w ith  0 .5  km vertical 
resolution. Using DIAL eq. (5) water vapour profile from average amount of water 
vapour between any tw o  ranges can be computed.
Simultaneous measurements of temperature and water vapour profile are 
possible (Mason 1975) by selecting tw o laser frequencies that coincide w ith  
centre of tw o temperature dependent water vapour transitions and the third 
frequency in non-absorbing region. Airborne DIALs are proving more functional 
for making range resolved measurements on regional scale. An air borne DIAL  
network has actually been proposed under world climate Global Energy and Water 
Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) for monitoring vertical profiles of water consent in 
the mixed layer alongwith global cloud altitude observations.
3.3. Wind and turbulence : I
Tha possibility of observing turbulence (Uthe and Russel 1972) and m ea^ring  
wind velocity by actual tracking of inhomegeneities in the atmospheric particulate 
content was recognised in early stage using Doppler principles. To determine the 
air flow  from inhomogeneities (Derr and Little 1970), a laser beam was split to pro­
pagate in tw o divergent paths and the time it takes for the inhomogeneities to move 
from one beam to other was measured. This tim e-of-flight technique measures 
the wind velocity component perpendicular to the sending beam. Combined w ith  
Doppler analysis for along the beam component, it has been recognised for deter­
mining three components of velocity for short range applications in an inhomo­
geneous field. Fiocco et al (1971) also succeeded in measurement of wind at 
short range from Doppier shift in backscattered signal.
For measurement of three dimensional w ind profile over a large volume, laser 
beam is conically scanned around a vertical axis at different azimuths. The 
multiple azimuth data is analysed through computer analysis and detail study of 
wind structures has been made (Hardesty 1983). Using this technique, extensive 
wind measurements were carried out from ground and space borne lidar platforms. 
Carbon dioxide laser as well as Nd : YAG lasers have been found suitable for 
tha Doppler shift measurements. Pulse energy requirement is estimated to be 
10 Joules at peak power (Ottersten and Hagard, 1982).
In another system, variation in atmospheric refractivity is seen to result in 
laser scintillations. By observing drift of scintillation patterns, atmospheric turbu­
lence studies Can be carried out (Wang et al 1981). Global Doppler lidar networking 
is being proposed for direct measurements of winds through detection of line-of-
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sight Doppler shift in the back scattered signal by aerosols using CO 2 laser as 
a transmitter w ith  input power at 10 J/pulse.
3.4. Atmospheric boundory layer parometers :
Depth of convective boundary layer has a determining effect on cloud formation 
and urban weather modification, in addition to playing an important role in 
monsoon dynamics studies (Goel and Srivastava 1989) and air pollution. As the 
top of atmospheric boundary layer is marked by a sharp discontinuity in the density 
profiles of troposheric aerosol and water vapour, a lidar is able to measure the 
aerosol densities and produce useful data in measurement of variable height of 
boundary layer, which varies from few hundred meters to few kilometers in height.
The choice of a particular system in boundary layer studies is determined by 
the application in view (Russell et al 1974). A ground based dual doppler lidar has 
been successfully used forthese measurements w ith  high accuracy (Kropfi e ta l 1982). 
Kolev et al (1988) have linked wind speed measurement in the region, to scattering 
of laser transmitted energy by aerosols present in the atmosphere. Lidar 
return signal is proportional to aerosol concentrations and is affected by aerosol 
inhomogeneity variations. Alternatively, lidar measurement of temperature profiles, 
in the absence of aerosol particles has also demonstrated ability of lidarsfor 
determining planetary boundary layer parameters (Kaimal et al 1982). Both ruby 
laser and Nd : YAG laser w ith 0.1 J peak energy at a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz 
have been found suitable for this measurement w ith an accuracy of 50-100 meters 
vertical resolution. A new method for measurement of velocity spectrum width  
in the lower troposphere has been suggested (Ancellet et al 1989), using a pulsed 
COa lidar w ith  coherent detection, to study height of planetary boundary layer, 
interface of PBL/free atmosphere and large scale aerosol motion.
3.5. Cellometry and cloud studies ;
Lidar measurement of cloud base heights using low power laser is perhaps one 
of the most easily and early accomplished task (Collis 1969). Cloud ceilographs 
make use of ruby lasers as transmitters in the infrared range. A few laser 
ceilographs are in operation at certain airports in India.
For all cloud types and measurements a low power lidar does not suffice. 
It measures strong return from cloud droplets, but since the laser beam could not 
penetrate far, studies in cloud distribution are not possible. For this reason, 
lidar investigations of cloud formation and dynamics are meagre, although they 
are the major contributing factor in controlling solar radiation reaching Earth's 
surface. Distributive nature of variability characteristics in clouds present most 
difficult challenge in carrying out physical studies on them (Curran and Reading 
1988).
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Polarised lasers are proving valuable for getting insight into structure and 
composition of the clouds. A plane-polarised incident beam undergoes single 
scattering from say, spherical scatterers, would retain its polarisation on back- 
scattering. The depolarisation ratio defined as the ratio of unpolarised component 
and the component polarised as that of incident signal, would be zero. An 
observed value of depolarization ratio slightly more than zero, would indicate 
presence of either nonspherical particles or mutiple scattering processes. Assuming 
that there is no multiple scattering, different values of measured depolarisation ratio 
have been quantitatively assigned to various cloud factors (Pal and Creswell 1973). 
For example, a value of 0-3 would indicate presence of cirrus clouds. In practice 
corrections for multiple scattering, however, need be applied. Allen and Platt 
(1977) were able to detect the multiple scattering components of clouds using 
special technique of centre blocked field stops to restrict the receiver field of view. 
Hall et ol (1988) have proposed pulse Doppler lidar to determine infrared extinction 
coefficient in cirrus clouds. j
It is possible to infer freezing level in clouds, indentify ice water precipitation 
mixing ratio and determine number of other parameters such as opacity, bloud 
thickness, and reflectivity from these measurements. Smiley and Morley (1981) 
tested the applicability of lidar depolarisation ratio techniques to polar regions for 
discriminating ice and water particles in the Antarctic atmosphere. Significant 
cloud observations of dense tropospheric clouds heavier in water content to high 
altitude cirrus clouds, could also result from lidar observations.
4. Aerosols and m inor constituen t detection  in clim ate research
Monitoring of aerosols and minor constituents in the troposphere ahd stratosphere 
have an increasing role of play in understanding of many atmospheric processes. 
Related to there are phenomena such as radiation budget of atmosphere, green 
house effect and ozone depletion, which are prominent climate issues being faced 
by global scientific community. These changes are being caused by natural and 
man-made sources. Lasers have added to our capabilities in identifying the causes 
by providing more information on spatial and temporal profiles and are steadily 
replacing in-situ measurements. In recent years, several observational strategies 
have been developed in the country, which may have a role to play in establishing 
a firm knowledge of potential impact of natural as well as man-made pollutants on 
climate change. In this section, a brief overview of laser devices for these prospec­
tive applications is described.
4.1. Aerosol meosurements :
Aerosol defined as "suspended particles" affect the radiation budget through 
scattering and absorption processes and also determine the cloud condensation
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properties. It has been stipulated that an abrupt increase in aerosol scattering 
signal above the cloud top can determine the depth of mixing layer (Browell et al 
1980). The mathematical modelling to quantify aerosol effects on climate change 
has been attempted (Dave 1973 ; Schneider and Dickinson 1974) but testing of 
most models is hampered by lack of suitable data.
Lidar techniques have proven to be a powerful method among others for 
studying the aerosol profiles in the atmosphere. Lidars in pulsed or continuous 
wave mode are capable of providing range resolved information on aerosol 
characteristics. Over Indian regime, Krishnamurthy (1988) have measured aerosol 
concentrations and size distributions in the lower troposphere. In a CW  
lidar experiment at Trivandrum (Parameswaram and Krishnamurthy 1986) argon 
ion laser operating at 514.5 nm was used as a transmitter in a bistatic 
arrangement for studying angular dependence of aerosol scattering. These 
measurements extended upto an altitude of 2 km, have indicated presence of 
turbulence layers leading to accretion of aerosols between these layers. 
It has been stipulated that aerosols can act as tracers of stratified turbulence in 
lower atmosphere.
A pulsed ruby lidar at 695.4 nm has been in operation at Trivandrum since 
October 1986, to study the characteristics of extinction profiles of aerosols upto high 
altitude ranges. The extinction profile showed a prominent maximum in the altitude 
range of 3 -4  km with a seasonal variation. The sharp maximum observed in 
summer as distinguished from the stratospheric aerosol extinction seasonal variation 
at an altitude of 21.3 km. The mean profiles of aerosol extinction/number density 
in a tropical coastal region is shown in Figure 2. Nair et al (1988) inferred from 
seasonal variations in wavelength dependence of aerosol optical depths a monomodal 
structure of columnar aerosol size distribution in summer and monsoon and a 
bimodal structure in winter months. Altitude dependence of aerosol size distribu­
tion was aiso studied during a co-ordinated experiment on Indian Middle Atmosphere 
Programme. A CW argon ion lidar w ith output power of 4W  has been used for 
studying seasonal variation in vertical distribution of aerosols in the lower tropo­
sphere over Poona region (Devara and Raj 1989).
In stratosphere, and aerosol layer of few kilometer thickness is known to centre 
near 20 km altitude as a quasi-permanent feature. Concentration of gases in this 
layer is found to increase on volcanic erruptions or by meteoric phenomena. Lidar 
data could provide valuable information on continuous and consistent basis in 
relation to such extingencies (M e Cromick and Fuller 1975). A beam of higher 
peak pulse energy is required for tropospheric aerosol measurements. The lidar 
technique Involve measurements of vertical profile of received signal resulting from 
elastic backscattering by stratospheric gases and aerosolos under disturbed
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conditions and comparing it w ith  signal profile that would result for gas phase 
of stratosphere alorte. A t an altitude z scattering ratio (McCormick et al 1984) 
is given by
(6)
Pg{z) and Pg(i)  are elastic particulate and gaseous volume scattering coefficients at 
altitude z. Suitable remote sensing systems have been developed using laser 
sources and a few lidar systems are presently in operation in Northern Latitudes 
for measuring global stratospheric aerosol profiles (WCRP Report 1988).
AEHOSOL NUMBER DENSITY
10 10 10 ' 10
AfiROSOL EXTINCTION In r'l 
Figure 2.
At further heights in the atmosphere, extending from 30 to 90 km, aerosol 
content becomes very low . As the atmospheric molecules are the main scatterers 
in this region, lidar backscattering signal essentially corresponds to Rayleigh 
Scattering. In this region interesting seasonal and diurnal variations have been 
observed (Kent and Keenliside 1974) using lidars and DIAL systems. Russel and 
Grams (1975) model on dimate effects of aerosol predicts that an aerosol layer 
of thickness more than a critical value w ill cause a decrease in system albedo and 
vice versa. Harshvardhan and Cess (1976) further computed a decrease in surface 
temperature change due to stratospheric aerosol layer and concluded that an 
increase in corresponding solar albedo w ill thus dominate over the increase in 
greenhouse effect due to stratospheric aerosol layer.
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4.2. Ozone profiles :
Ozone envelops the earth at a height of 25-40 km and protects the biosphere from 
harmful effects of ultraviolet radiation. Direct and indirect methods of measuring 
ozone fluctuations due to perturbations caused by human activity in the atmosphere 
have been developed (Vivekananda and Arora 1988). The chemical effects of trace 
gases such as CFC's, carbon monoxide, nitrous oxide and others are strongly 
coupled and are linked w ith observed ozone depletion.
Monitoring of atmospheric ozone has been carried out since 1970 using 
Dobson spectrometer and balloon borne ozone-sonde measurements. First remote 
measurement of ozone profiles using lidar was obtained in 1980. Using C O , 
laser or Nd : YAG pumped tunable dye laser systems w ith  transmitting wavelength 
within absorption band of ozone i.e. 280-310 nm ozone concentration have been 
determined. These lidar measurements were found comparable w ith in-situ ozone 
sonde measurements made in the boundary layer (Browell 1983). Laser induced 
flourescence method operating in D IAL mode was proposed by Megie et ol (1985) 
for determining ozone absolute concentrations. Ozone lidar can also be used to 
study ozone response to variations in ambient temperature and Solar ultraviolet 
emission at a single location, for extended time periods.
To study the minor constituents in atmosphere the use of IR and 0 0 ^  Laser 
Was proposed by Dr A K Saha at National Physical Laboratory (Jain et al 1986). 
A laser heterodyne system consisting of tunable C O , laser has been developed 
(Jain 1989) for detection and study of trace gas profiles over Delhi. W ith its
ultra high spectral resolution in the IR region, ozone profiles have been obtained 
in the height range of 15-40 km with a resolution o f 2-3 km as shown in Figure 3
The laser heterodyne system relies on the matching of discrete COg laser transitions 
with the constituent absorption line. A more versatile system with microprocessor 
control data analysis and tunable solid state semiconducting diode lasers as sources 
is under development.
4.3. Other pollutant gases :
Studies of other trace-gases from environmental health stand doint «  ■
then identification and measurement of their c o l Z l r l Z ^ , ^
r r x r r ,
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measurements of SOn as well as n  in mt,,, u ^ 292-293 nm for
laser, with frequenc'y doublers was found^L^able S
methane have been reported by Fredrickson et al 0 9 7 ^  ^ ^ le s  of HCl and
have been developed to retrieve height profile of ozone NO and'w "
stratosphere using heterodyne system at NPL. ' ^
Lidars have also made profound impact in the sturiv nf 
contamination as they disperse from pollution sources r  h 
haaa propo«d a, „„pi,a „da, , r Z r n d
emissions in the Indasliial area. The monitoring of CO and c T  °
IS also possible using infrared laser beam at 2 3 rw ^
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For global atmospheric observation, the expansion of major lidar networks 
through ground and air borne platforms is underway. Recent attempts have 
been made for mounting space based lidar probes in the next generation of 
Earth Observation Satellites. NASA's Lidar-in-space Technology Experiment (LITE) 
expected for early 1990s, is a feasibility experiment for future lidar payloads in 
space plaftorms for Atmospheric research. A network of satellite based lidar 
observations is proposed for this decade (Poole et al 1988).
Over Indian continent, several important contributions have been made to 
studies particularly related to aerosol profiles due to man-made causes a Z  
measurements of ozone, nitrous oxide and water vapour profiles in some regions 
Argon ion and ruby laser lidars are in operation at Trivandrum and Indian Institute 
of Tropical Meteorology and a laser heterodyne system at NPL, New Delhi. In the 
study of meteorological parameters, better resolved data for longer durations and 
continuous spatial profiling, in place of scattered data from point sensors such as 
towers, radiosonde balloons are required. Co-ordinated experiments addressed 
to study of atmospheric transmissivity, boundary layer studies, cloud physics, and 
minor constituents would help in solving some of the issues of real data needs in 
programmes aimed at study of climate changes and weather forecasting. In the years 
to come, lidars would be instrumental in the study of formation of low level 
temperature inversions over urban areas leading to conditions likely to be respon­
sible for severe pollution events and in predicting their impact on climate changes. 
Department of Science and Technology has a programme to promote lidar studies 
of meteorological parameters during the V III plan.
W ith some of these ultimate goals, it should be kept in view that present 
lidar technology faces certain limitations in the use of visual and near infrared laser 
sources, because of lack of suitable detectors. Moreover, lidars operating in 
visible range suffer from high daytime background noise. A lidar operation is 
restricted to the region of adequate optical transmission, a parameter which is 
dependent on the source wavelength. Lidars for ultraviolet range are harmful 
to the eyes if operated from ground platforms. W ith these limitations, further 
advancement in lidar applications put specific demands for synthesis of special 
lasers. Indegenous efforts in constructing lasers suitable for such applications have 
been taken up by groups at IRDL Dehradun, BARC, I IT Kanpur, University of Poona 
and VSSC Trivandrum. However, to keep pace w ith the fast developments in 
semiconductor laser technology, more efforts are needed. Development of compact 
light weight solid-state laser arrays, capable of emitting high power are likely to 
revolutionise the lidar systems in near future.
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